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Formatting
For information on margins, headings, page numbering, and footnotes, see the “Student Supplement for The SBL Handbook of Style” at http://www.sbl-site.org/assets/pdfs/SBLHSrevised2_09.pdf

Citing the Bible in Your Paper
“Do you not know that a little yeast leavens the whole batch of dough?” (1 Cor 5:6 NRSV).
The passage in 1 Cor 5 is often considered crucial.
The passage, 1 Cor 5:6, is often considered crucial.
First Corinthians 5:6 is a crucial text.

If you are using one Bible version throughout the paper, note the abbreviation of the version with the first citation as above. If you use several versions, note which version you are using every time in the parenthetical citation. You do not need to cite the Bible in the bibliography.

Footnotes, Ensuing Notes, & Bibliographies (your list must be in alphabetical order)

Book with One Author:


19 Talbert, Reading John, 22.

Two Authors:


Three or More Authors (et. al., Latin for “and others”):

9 Scott et al., *Reading New Testament Greek*, 42.


Translated Book:


Book with an Editor:


Essay in an Edited Book:


Note: If subsequent references could be confused with another article by the same author, include the information concerning the editors.


Article in a Bible Dictionary or Encyclopedia

6 Walters, “Jacob Narrative,” 3:606.


Note: When multiple articles from the same dictionary or encyclopedia have been used, list the work as a whole under the editor in the bibliography, but cite the individual authors and articles in the footnote as above.

Article in a Lexicon or Theological Dictionary

Dahn, NIDNTT 3:511.

Note: Cite only the theological dictionary in the bibliography.


A Multivolume Work:


Volume in a Commentary Series


Article in a Scholarly Journal:


Article in a Magazine:


Footnotes, Ensuing Notes, and Bibliographies for Electronic Sources
Internet Publication without a Print Counterpart:


Internet Publication with a Print Counterpart:
